
New Equipment by Doc1time 

 

Coal 
Coal has many different uses, from stoking a black smiths furnace and heating cottage fires to a black colored chalk. 

But another use of Coal is as a face black out. By grinding Coal into a power and liberally applying it to the face and 

other exposed areas of the body, it cuts down on the glare of skin and natural skin color. Users gain a +2 Hide bonus at 

night and in other similar environments. 

 

Cost: 1sp per pound. 

 

Ghille suit 
A Ghille suit is used for camofledge in ambushes and other various tasks. A Ghille suit is used to change several factors 

of the wearer: size, shape, form, color, etc…  

To make a Ghille suit, it requires a base clothing of an explorer’s outfit or robes (new or used), 5sp of different colored 

cloth (of the desired terrain colors), and about 1d4 x5 hours to create. A Ghille suit can be created for just about any 

terrain or environment (forest/jungle, winter/snow, desert, urban, night, etc…). Once properly donned the Ghille suit 

imbues the following situational bonuses:  +4 Hide when stationary, +3 Hide and +1 Move Silently when moving at ½ 

speed, +2 Hide when moving at normal speed, and a +1AC and a 20% chance to miss due to the obscured form of the 

wearer. 

A Ghille suit takes the same amount of time to don as a suit of chain mail. 

 

Cost: base clothing + 5sp of various colored cloth. 

 

Grease paint (camofledge) 
Grease paint is used to change to color of ones skin and equipment as a form of camofledge in an attempt to blend into 

ones surroundings. Grease paint usually last 1d8+4 hours depending upon activity (sweating and rubbing off), grease 

paint is waterproof but exposure to water does half the usage time. 

Grease paint comes in various colors and shades (black, brown, white, gray, green, etc…) for various environments. 

 

Cost: 2gp per color, or 3 colors for 5gp 

 

Weapon black 
Weapon black is a matte black tar-like substance that may be applied to metallic portions of weapons and shields to take 

away the shine for nighttime or dark excursions. It is neither recommended for armor or that weapons that have been 

applied with the substance to be sheathed before cleaning off the substance due to its stickiness and the inconvenience of 

it getting everywhere and the difficulty of cleaning it up. Weapon black may be cleaned off of weapons and shields using 

lamp oil.  

Use of Weapon black confers a +1 Hide bonus to each item used (max of 2). 

 

Cost:  5sp per vial (5 applications). 

 


